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1. Required materials (hardware, tools)

 CREATOR pro x 1
 NFC-enabled mobile phone x1

CREATOR pro is a programmable platform for developing all kind of IoT applications.
CREATOR pro is equiped with various peripheral interfaces, including Wifi, GPIO, I2C, UART,
SPI, PWM, ADC. Through these interfaces, CREATOR pro can connect with electronic
components such as LED, switches, manometer, hygrometer, PM2.5 dust sensors, ...etc.

The collected data can be uploaded via WiFi, and be utilized by applications on smart devices
to realize IoT implementation.

CREATOR pro and Arduino Uno have similar size,and the pins on CREATOR pro are
compatible with Arduino Uno.

CREATOR pro uses Micro USB to supply power, which is common in many smart devices.
Currently, CREATOR pro currently supports Windows XP/7/8/8.1/10 32 and 64 bits and

MAC OS operating systems. In this example, please use Arduino IDE with version 1.6.7 or later.
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2. Introduction To NFC

NFC(Near Field Communication) is a communication mechanism that uses magnetic induction to
enable two electronic devices to establish communication by bringing them within 10 cm of each
other.There are two modes in an NFC communication:
 NFC Reader:
NFC Reader is usually a electronic device that requires continuous power supply. In the NFC
communication, the NFC Reader emits signal to NFC Tag. An NFC Reader can also simulate a
NFC Tag.NFC Reader can be found everywhere in our daily life, such as most mid- or high-level
smartphones, Easycard readers, ...etc.
 NFC Tag:
The NFC Tag normally operates without power supply. It receives the signal emitted by NFC
Reader and excites current through the NFC Tag antenna, then it utilizes the current to process
data.Some commonly seen NFC Tag includes Easycard, debit card, ...etc.

The NFC of CREATOR pro available memory size is 136 bytes, the first 16 bytes are NFC Tag
Header, and latter 120 bytes can be used to deliver data.
Please note that the NFC Tag feature of CREATOR pro is simulated, hence it requires continuous
power supply to work properly.
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3. Example details

On the CREATOR pro development board, we reserved the NFC pin, see the red box shown
below for the two pins for the NFC pin. Before use, please check the development board R21, R20
two resistance is welded, if not, please welding 0 ohm resistance.

First, connect the NFC coil to the NFC interface. Power on CREATOR pro development
board.
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Then open the example, "File" -> "Examples" -> "AmebaNFC" -> "UriWebPage"

Compile and upload to CREATOR pro, then press the reset button.Then put the back of the
phone near CREATOR pro's NFC antenna. Because the NFC's effective distance is less than 10cm,
the NFC antenna of the phone is attached to CREATOR pro's NFC antenna. Some mobile phone
NFC close to the middle, and some are close to the top, to try to find the location to find.

 If the NFC connection is established successfully, some system might open the webpage
directly, while some system pop an alert window to confirm whether you want to open the
webpage.
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4. Code Reference

The NFC API of CREATOR pro provides the common NDEF Class. In the sample code,
appendRtdUri() is used to set the webpage to be opened on the smartphone (the "http://www." part
is not needed).

NfcTag.appendRtdUri("rakwireless.com");

Next use NFC.begin() to start the NFC module.
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5. Version

Version Author Date Content modification

V1.0 Chace.cao 2017/06/15 Create document

V1.1 Chace.cao 2017/08/18 Updata the library
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